ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
MEDICINE CABINETS, TRI-VIEWS & BATH VALETS

These instructions apply to Medicine cabinets, Tri-View Medicine cabinets and Bath Valets.

TO MOUNT CABINET TO WALL

STEP 1: For cabinet wall mounting: Depending upon your existing wall condition (e.g. wood, concrete, tile), consult a professional contractor or building material supplier for proper mounting method and materials used. Cabinet must be attached to the wall through each of the two hanger rails (see illustration above).

CAUTION: DO NOT SCREW CABINET TO WALL THROUGH THINNER BACK PANEL!

STEP 2: Attach unit to wall securely with your desired method of installation described in Step#1. For wood framed walls the cabinet should be mounted directly to solid wood members only. For other wall types (concrete, tile, etc.) cabinet should be attached to solid, sturdy areas only. Again, a professional contractor should perform all installation methods and actual unit-to-wall attachment.